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by lone Jones
Special to the Chronicle
The Black man's struggle

for freedom and an opportunityto build a better world for
himself within the existing
American society began 157
years before the American
colonies won their independencefrom England in 1776
While America has become

a world power in the few short
years since its birth, it has
fallen short of the great ideas
which areexpressed in th<_
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erica*00Years of
document which begins, "We,
the people..." Consequently,
the struggle of the black
American, particularly in the
field of education, has had to' 0

continue and will continue
until the meaning of Democracybecomes a reality.
Even though the colonies

realized the necessity for
educational opportunities for
their citizens, there were no
schools for blacks. By 1776,
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Australia were, where the
Aborigines once numbered .

300,000 through suble geno- jcide, there are now only
115,000 left.
SAY BROTHER, Wednesdaynight at 10 p.m. on

Channel 26 ' talks with jGulpillil, Brandura, Bandilil
and Brian Syron - all
Aborigines. Their ^history,
music, dance and social jcustoms are part of this
fascinating program.
Congressman Parren Mitchelof Baltimore. Maryland.

is on SAY BROTHER'S ,

Political Notes, and A.B. (Spellman, black historian and .

professor at Harvard offers .

commentary. .

SAY BROTHER is an jelectronic grapevine people
commenting on what poet

'

Langston Hughes called "the jsweet flypaper of life."
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Struggle
masters and private institutionsof learning are legendary
in the early history of our

country.
Recorded also in our history

are the laws forbidding blacks
to be educated, yet, at the
same time, it was the labor,
skills, artistry, and inventions
of the black man that were,

being used to build the cities,
towns, and the agricultural
economy upon which the
survival . of the nation
depended.
The black man in the bonds

of slavery longed to learn to
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reaa and write, for that, it
seemed to him, was the real
basis of the slave master's
superiority over him. But it
was not until 89 years later, in
1885, that the Civil War ended
and the black man was freed
from his bondage.
Because of the need to

educate black Americans to
meet the demands and.
ehallenges of a society
becoming more and more
highly competitive and technological,and to preserve the
rich cultural heritage of the
\fro-American, Johnson C.
Smith University came into
being.

It was one of hundreds that
appeared on the scene during
1867 and the years following.
Missionary and church groups
vcrc the main sponsors who.
offered their.time and money
:o educate the freedmen and
vomen.
In the 109 years of Johnson

Z. Smith's existence, this
nstitution of higher learning
las met the above objectives
>y graduating thousands of
nen and women who have
ichieved prominence in all
vorthy walks of life within the
arger society.
They have not only made

:ontributions within the larger
society but have been
indispensably effective in
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for their black Brothers and
Sisters. They have been
prominent among those who
nave been instrumental in
opening the doors of opportunityformerly closed to blacks.
The need for competence is

greater today than ever
before. It is imperative to
function successfully as viable
citizens of a nation such as
ours, or of any society in which
A * * '

Americans cnoose to live.
Two-hundred years: Where

do we go from here? We go
forward with confidence
toward higher and higher
educational, cultural, moral,
and spiritual goals; ever

building upon the experiences
of the past, ever chartering
new paths that will lead to a
better world for ourselves and
for all America.
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Chess Tournt
The Winston-Salem State

University Chess Club in
conjunction with The Southern
Chess Administration will
sponsor the Winston-Salem
State Open on Saturday,
October 25 and Sunday,
October 26.
This chess tournament,

sanctioned by the North
Carolina Chess Association, is
nationally rated.

Registration for players will
be held on Saturday, October
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ty Scheduled
25 in Hauser Student
Union-Ballroom from 8 a.m.

_ 9:30 a.m. There will be an
cmry iee OT »1Z. - Lower
Section and $18.00 TopSection.
The first round of play on

both Saturday and Sunday wnl
begin at 10:00 a.m. in the
Ballroom. Observers are
welcome at all times without
admission. For additional
information call Dr. Alan
Lipkin at 761-2097.
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